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museum
of the 1850s and the
two egyptian mummies and papyri

the st louis

WALTER L WHIPPLE

the

recent return of eleven egyptian papyrus fragments to
the mormon church received international news coverage since
that time interest has risen over the search of additional information about the once lost relics the church at kirtland
in 1835 purchased the collection which consisted of four mummies and two papyri rolls and additional fragments they procured them from michael H chandler who was the supposed
nephew and heir to the deceased antonio lebolo mr lebolo
was employed during 1818 to 1823 by the french consul general to gather all types of egyptian relics for museums and
private collectors while gathering these antiquities he kept
some for himself at his sudden death they were sent to the
united states where mr chandler displayed them for a period
of time in the new york pennsylvania area before taking them
to joseph smith for his opinion and interpretation
in a startling claim the prophet said the papyri contained
wri
tinos of abraham and oseph
writings
joseph interest was aroused to the
point that the church bought the collection whether more
pressing church matters or whatever prevented the prophet
from spending a lot of time on the documents only a scant five
chapters of the book of abraham were published before his
untimely death ended his translating work
when the church left nauvoo illinois on its westward
trek to the salt lake valley many who were unable to leave
mr whipple received his MA degree in church history and semetic
sebetic languages from brigham young university in 1958 he is vice president of a
transportation company in southern california and coauthor of from the
dust of the decades 1968
57
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remained behind the prophet s elderly mother lucy mack
smith was one of those along with his widow emma the
mummies and papyri had been entrusted to lucy s care and
there they securely remained until her death in 1856
through lack of communication the church was unaware
that the relics had been sold by members of the smith family to
mr A combs later information as to the whereabouts of the
collection was muddled and incomplete giving rise to speculation that the entire collection had been destroyed in the tragic
chicago fire of 1871
the first real information on what had happened to some
of the mummies and papyri was gathered by james R clark
oark
dark
and published in 1955 in his book the story of the pearl of
great price working backwards from the chicago museum
he found proof that there had been but two mummies and possibly some fragments of papyri in that museum and that they
had originally been in the st louis museum
the recent recovery of some papyri of the original collection
found in the metropolitan museum of art in new york has
inspired further research into the history of the whereabouts
of the total collection new light has been cast on the time the
relics rested in the st louis museum with this new information perhaps some lead as to the remaining lost papyri and
mummies may surface
in 1848 mrs gidding and her son leased their property
on walnut street st louis for a period of twenty years to
edward wyman a prominent educator who constructed an
impressive four story hall on the site at a cost of 28000 1 the
two top stories originally accommodated his classical high
school while the second story contained a concert hall leaving
the first floor partitioned into shops 2 jenny lind the famous
singer performed in the hall in 1851 giving wyman s hall
a tremendous boost miss lind s agent was P T barnum who
also arranged an exhibition of general tom thumb the famous midget 3
catching show fever from barnum wyman gave up
teaching in 1853
1803
1805 to open a museum wyman had purchased the
1855
letter of dr wm G swekosky aug 25 1941 outlining the history
the missouri historical society
of wyman s hall original is in thenfissouri
taylor and crooks sketch book of st louis george knapp & co
aylor

1858

p 46

swekosky op cit
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missouri historical society files
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bulk of his collection in 1851
18 51 4 which consisted of one of the
finest collections of ornithology in the country unable to cope
with the entire project he entrusted managing the museum to
a taxidermist of great ability mr john P bates 5 taking the
additional responsibility mr bates added to the already large
collection such items as local species and also some large accessions obtained during his trip to europe 6 under his direction
the museum enlarged its collection with the acquisition of the
great zeuglodon prehistoric
pre historic skeleton 96 feet long oil paintings and the superb statues of venus and mercury 7
advertised in the
the museum was four years old when it advertized
local paper the treasured collection of egyptian mummies and
papyri once belonging to the mormon church in the month
of august 1856 after running months of ads the museum
changed the continuous ad to include the recent purchase of
the egyptian collection perhaps indicating the new owner s
evaluation of the collection s importance it was listed as third
in list of five general collections the daily listing read
cata combs of
THIRD TWO MUMMIES from the catacombs
egypt which have been unrolled presenting a full view of
the RECORD enclosed and of the bodies which are in a
remarkable state of preservation 8

A brief observation by the missouri democrat noted the
recent procurement in these words
lastly we observe a new attraction consisting of a
cata combs of egypt which are
pair of MUMMIES from the catacombs
a great novelty in these parts and should be seen by all

9

the

museum s first catalogue was printed in july 1856 a
copy of which is preserved presently in the st louis public
library its publication was promised in a news article in the
missouri democrat
Catal
ogues containing a full list of the beautiful colleccatalogues
cataloguer
ac now on exhibition of birds reptiles minerals curiosity &c
tion at the st louis museum recently opened to the people
preface
is in

logue of collections at
Cato
to caro
catalogue

st louis museum 1856 copy

st louis public library
stevem st louis the fourth city 1764
waiter barlow Steven
walter
17641909
1909 vol
3

1

p 930

catalogue op clr
cir
cit
at
sketches op cit
rrt
rit p 48
dally
daliy
urz
daily Misso
missouri
url democrat st louis aug
louis daily evening news aug 27 1856 p 3

14

1856 p

3

also

the

saint

kid

9ibid
bibid
bid
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by the munificence and public spirit of mr edward wyman
will be ready in a few days for delivery to the public the
catalogue we understand will be full and complete and add
much to the gratification of an inspection of the several articles by visitors in the meanwhile mr bates the manager
asks the indulgence of the public and will give as usual such
information as may be desired 10

since no mention is made of the mummies in this first complete catalogue but was included in the daily ads in the local
papers it is safe to assume that the museum bought the collection in late july or early august 1856 just two months after
mr A combs purchased them from the smith family two
catal
catalogues
ogues dated 1856 and 1859 are preserved in
subsequent cataloguer
the missouri historical society in st louis and these both
mention the mummies and papyri and were given great attention by dr james R clark
oark in his study
dark
the introduction to the 1859 catalogue signed by J P
now finds his investment
bates states that the proprietor
in the enterprise approaches the large sum of fifty thousand
dollars every attempt was made to improve the museum however at 25 cents admission it must not have been the most
successful venture before the mummies were purchased in
august 1856 it is felt that times got bad and on march 8
1856 he put a mortgage on the contents of the wyman s museum for 1000000
10000.00 12 the mortgage holder was a newspaper
1000000
5 7 a professor at the st louis
1857
publisher george knapp in 18
medical college and leader in the academy of science dr
charles A pope wrote in a personal letter to dr J F snyder
that nothing but want of funds prevents the purchase of
wyman s collection which 1I hope yet to see the property of
the academy he asks 10000 for it 13 the remainder of the
letter mentions activities of their own taxidermist which supports the theory that only part of the museum collection was
offered for sale mainly the display of beasts birds and reptiles
dian t become a pressing
the sale of the collection perhaps didn
necessity because in that same year wyman borrowed 20000
against the hall from sanford B kellog and robert renick
daily missouri democrat st louis
louls july 18 1856
lous
31
james R clark
oark the story of the pearl of great price
dark

12

swekosky op cit
charles A pope letter to dr J F snyder may 30 1857 original is in
the archives of the missouri historical society in st louis
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but foreclosure soon forced its sale to the highest bidder on
july 15 1858 to a mr henry whitmore for 12000 when
the building passed out of wyman s hands the concert room
became known as william koser s metropolitan theater 15

the

museum although heavily mortgaged continued in
the building still under the direction of john P bates for some
reason yet unknown to this writer silas M brooks was listed
13
as the manager for the museum in late 1858 or early 1859 16
notwithstanding bates remained in the museum as a taxidermist 17 and then in a few months resumed the managing of the
museum until its removal to chicago in 1863
on june 1 1863 henry whitmore sold wyman s hall to
general thomas lawson price for a low price of 1400 this
was undoubtedly one of the reasons for relocating the museum s
collection A notice was placed in the various local newspapers
of the impending closing of the museum 18 one announcement
read the st louis museum will positively close on saturday the lith dinst
inst and it is being removed to CHICAGO J P
bates manager 19 at the same time a chicago paper announced
noun ced

we

make the announcement with pleasure that through
the liberality of two of our worthy and public spirited citizens the st louis museum has been purchased and will soon
be removed to and permanently located in this city this
museum is much the largest in the west and in several of
its features the choicest in the united states 20

august 17 1863 that museum opened on randolph street
ellen as general manager and J P bates curawith john emellen
OM
omellen
tor 21 in january 1864 the museum was sold to colonel john
12
and named woods museum it is assumed that it
H wood 22
was at this time that mr bates returned to st louis to live 23
it has long been believed by most people that the chicago fire
of 1871 destroyed this museum with its entire collection thus
swekosky
wekosky
cekosky
we kosky op cit
15s
23 1941
st louis post dispatch august 25
kennedy s st louis city directory 1859 PP 73 405
ibid p 41
the missouri republican st louis july 3 1863
daily missouri democrat st louis july 9 1863
chicago tribune july 6 1863
aa
II p 607
A T andreas history of chicago vol 11
2a
22
oin chicago and its makers 1929 p 147
oln
afendelsoln
mendelsoln
felix mendelsonn
Mendels
aj
M
2j P bates is listed in the st louis city directories 1857 to 1880 except
1864 which was probably compiled during the months he was in chicago
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putting an end to nearly half of the egyptian relics once owned
mormons
by the cormons
Mor mons
while on a recent trip to st louis I1 searched the public
and private libraries in the city and also examined the private
papers of professor gustav seyffarth a noted egyptologist of
his day who taught at the concordia college he wrote that

the

museum contains
stamu
egyptian mummies statu
ettes 24 papyrus scroll
visitors will find also some large
fragments of the egyptian paprus
kaprus scrolls with hieratic
priestly inscriptions and drawings representing judgment
of the dead many egyptian gods and sacred animals with
2
certain chapters from the old egyptian sacred books 25

at one of professor seyffarth s lectures held in the st louis
tile library he presented to the inspection of the
merchantile
Merchan

audience some fragments of papyrus with numerous writings
and figures executed with indestructible ink which were taken
from a sarcophagus of an egyptian mummy and are now the
property of our fellow citizen hon edward bates 226 accordbarth the papyrus fragment was part of an
seyffarth
farth
reyf
ing to professor seyf
osious with drawings of the attendant
invocation to the deity osirus
spirits presenting the dead person by the name of horus to
21
be judged 27
he also examined the two mummies reposed in the museum
and stated the body of one is that of a female about forty
the other that of a boy about fourteen 28 A dr J R riggs
had examined all four mummies when they were still together
and had designated them as being a king a queen a princess
although

statuettes are mentioned here by the observer it does not
statuettes are no
mean that they were a part of the once LDS collection
where mentioned in the documentary history of the church news articles on
the museum before its acquisition of the mummies mention egyptian antiquities in the sunday republican st louis july 13 1856 and also relics from
egypt greece rome
the missouri republican st louis aug 8 1856
daily missouri democrat st louis sept 10 1856 copied from the
pilot st louis sept 8 1856
the evening news st louis nov 29 1856 note the hon edward
bates was a prominent political figure in st louis and was the US attorney
general in lincoln s first administration it is likely that in the reporting of
seyffarth s lecture the hon edward bates was confused with J P bates
manager of the st louis museum
catalogue 1859 op cit p 45 it is interesting to note that some have
noted the name of HOR on three of the papyrus fragments recently given to
the church this name corresponds with seyffarth s HORUS and proves which
fragments were sold to the st louis museum possibly the fragment containing
facsimile no 3 or other hieratic writings from the same roll were what seyffarth was describing
21
catalogue of the st louis museum 1859 p 45
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and a slave 1229 now if it can be assumed that the two mummies
sold to the st louis museum and later possibly burned in the
chicago fire were the queen and the slave that would
narrow any further searches to the king and the princess
systematic inquiries of public museums and most private collections have revealed no further evidence as to the whereabouts
of any of the mummies so far most of the startling information about the collection has come more by accident than by
intent which leaves one the feeling that if the lord be willing
we shall discover more
the academic review BY academy
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